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Mines in Dalton
The romantic allure of mining precious metals or
gems out of the earth captures the imagination of
many. While New Hampshire had a time when there
were numerous mines, it was simply the possibility
of striking it rich that intrigued people and prompted
them to buy stock in them.
The History of Coos County, 1888, has a paragraph
in the Dalton chapter on mines: “Several attempts
have been made to mine the copper which is found
in several parts of the town. On the hill above
Scott’s still are the buildings covering a shaft which
was sunk seventy or eighty feet deep but a few
years ago. Nothing remunerative has followed the
labor, and probably neither the copper, gold, silver
or lead that may exist in the hills will ever be onetenth as profitable as the growth of the productive
farms.”

Crane Silver Mine
In order to protect the privacy of the current owners,
we are not disclosing the location. Remember that
most mines are privately owned, and one must ask
permission from the landowners to visit the sites.
We have little information on the Crane Silver Mine.
It was noted on the 1892 Dalton map, from the Town
& City Atlas of the State of New Hampshire.

Crane Silver Mine
Photo courtesy of Rev. Richard Rush, October 2001

The family that owned the farm around this mine
purchased it around 1855, and passed it along in the
family for nearly 140 years. The last woman in this
same family to live there said her grandparents
boarded the miners on the property, where they had
two houses across the road from each other.
Betty (Smith McVetty) Stewart was told many years
ago by Will Carpenter, a family friend, that the Crane
Silver Mine shaft went diagonally down into the
ground for about 150 feet. The actual depth/length
of the shaft is currently unknown, as it is filled with
water. The farmers who owned it many years ago
had fenced it in to keep cattle out.

A sample found in a waste pile of rock at the Crane
Silver Mine. One can see the shiny crystals of the
mineral galena, which can be smelted with silver.

In 2000, former resident and Conservation Commission Chairman, Dick Rush learned about the Crane
Silver Mine from a Maine geologist. The geologist
was in possession of a stock certificate issued in
1895 for 25 shares of stock in the Crane Silver Mine.
The shares were purchased for $1.00 per share, and
there were 100,000 shares available from the Whitefield Silver Mining Company.
Continued
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Crane Silver Mine (cont.)
The Historical Society has not attempted to research
this company. It is interesting to note, the stock certificate was issued to Mary J. Loring of Claremont
(NH). Upon further research, the 1880 US Census
shows John and Mary J. Loring living in Colebrook, NH.
He was from England, and his occupation was “in mining business”. John and Mary were both boarders at a
hotel and were husband and wife. According to a
newspaper article in 1877, John Loring was connected
to a copper mine, also in Dalton.

Palmer Copper Mine
The following is from the Independent Gazette of Lancaster, New Hampshire, dated September 26, 1877:

In July, 2004, NH State Senior Hydrogeologist Rick
Chorman, standing at the mouth of the Dalton
Gold Mine, addressed a group of hikers who joined
a guided tour of the David Dana Forest, owned by
the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire
Forests.

We were surprised to learn that it is our old friend
John Loring, the accomplished upholsterer, who discovered the Dalton mine. Mr. L. made us a call recently and exhibited some specimens of ore that have
the appearance of being decidedly rich, and we understand are so pronounced by assayists. This mine is
supposed to be a continuation of the Milan mine. A
company is about being organized to operate it.
Two weeks later, the Gazette reports:
The Dalton Copper Mine has been sold to parties from
Masachusetts for the sum of $1,000; the original owners retaining one-eighth unassessable. We understand
that the parties who have purchased propose forming
a stock company, and are going to expend some
$100,000 putting in machinery and working it up.
Research by the Historical Society shows taxes were
assessed in 1878 to Loring, Gove & Sartwell & Mining
Company for the Daniel Palmer farm.
We remind our readers that in the second paragraph
of the front page of this newsletter, a mine on “the hill
above Scott’s” would be the Palmer Copper Mine.

Dalton Gold Mine
In a 1967 brochure published by John B. Dodge, promoting his Dalton Ridge properties, he mentions “A
flooded gold mine on the ridge is a romantic testimony
to the efforts of fifty miners at the turn of the century.”. Dodge’s Four Season Country Homes never materialized, and the land was eventually purchased by
David H. Dana.
Mr. Dana, in 2003, donated nearly 300 acres to the
Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests.
The property included the old gold mine. At 100 feet
deep and filled with water, it is now home to a healthy
population of spring and summer frogs.
The now-abandoned mine was once operated by the
Whitefield Mining Company.
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Dalton Power Company

Undated photos, in possession of Littleton Area Historical Society. The back of each photo was titled “Dalton Dam”.
From the White Mountain Journal, April 3, 1899:

From a newspaper article, November 30, 1898:
The Dalton Power Company is now erecting a big dam
across the Connecticut river at South Lunenburg. Over
50 men are on the work and have the dam about onethird done, having been at work on it about five weeks.
The dam is about 300 ft., is being built of logs, and
gravel, 20 feet high, and will set the water back about
two miles in the channel. Its power will be an average
of 10,000 horse power. A part of the force are now
excavating for a pulp mill to be erected at once, with a
capacity of two carloads of pulp daily. The design is to
have the mill ready for operation by the first of January. The company has contracted for a large quantity
of pulp wood, which the vicinity farmers are now cutting. In the vicinity is a supply of lumber for a ten
years’ run of the mill. Every farmer in the vicinity
owns acres of timber, and this company gives them a
good market for years to come and will be the means
of bringing a large force of workers into the locality.
The future plans embrace the erection of a large paper
mill, and the rent of power to other concerns that may
call for it. The company claims that it can develop
more power there than it has at Lewiston, Me., or Lowell, Mass., and can furnish power for electric railroads
for 50 miles around. There is no knowing at present
what the full outcome of this enterprise may be, but
the possibilities are immense and the developments
will depend upon condition of the country, demand for
power, etc.
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The Dalton water power company has completed the
dam across the Connecticut.
In the Littleton Courier, May 3, 1899:
A part of the dam and mill in Dalton have been
carried off by the high water. Quite a number
from this place visited it Sunday. (we wonder if the
photos above were taken just prior to the dam washing
out, just a month after it was completed)
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